Ocean
Spirit
The new Ocean Spirit is Maui’s newest
and finest, luxury sailing catamaran and
represents the pinnacle of leading-edge sail
technology and trendsetting vessel design
which affords an elegant platform for
memorable whale and dolphin watching,
snorkeling, sunset cocktail cruises and
private charters.

Launched Dec 2014

Special Features
Quick Facts

Max Capacity: 90 passengers
Length:
65 feet
Width:
29.4 feet
Beam:
29’ 4” feet

Custom Design
Ocean Spirit was custom designed by Gold Coast Yachts, a innovator in sailing catamarans.
Built to exacting specifications, integrating the latest technology coupled with Pacific Whale
Foundation’s 35 years of marine Eco-Adventure experience.

Main, high jut jib and spinnaker sails

Ultra smooth sailing
Streamlined hulls and spacious deck design provide the ultimate in passenger comfort, while
operating as a performance sailing catamaran. Ocean Spirit is capable of cruising at speeds of
22 knots.
Spacious and yet intimate
This one-of-a-kind design offers an extra large deck area with plenty of outdoor seating,
sundeck trampoline areas on the bow, and a luxuriously appointed interior with comfortable
seating and tables that provide guests with the ultimate in comfort and space. Although
rated for 90 passengers, Pacific Whale Foundation will limit the number of passengers by
cruise type to provide an open yachting experience with plenty of room to relax and enjoy.
Amenities
This vessel features the finest amenities from an onboard barbecue, water slide, three swim
ladders for easy water entry and boarding, a full bar complete with beer and soft drinks
on tap, teak dining table easy on the feet teak interior decking, his and her air-conditioned
bathrooms, padded seating, surround sound system, on board video monitor and the latest
in navigational and sailing technology. Ideal for marine life watching, snorkeling and sunset
cruises. With plenty of seating, walking and deck space, and easy ocean access, Ocean Spirit
provides an ideal platform for snorkeling, watching humpback whales, dolphins, and enjoy
Maui’s incredible sunsets and scenic coastline.
Eco-Friendly
Features state-of-the art sails and rigging backed by a clean-burning, fuel efficient and low
emission Tier 3 Cummins diesel engines. Easy pump-out system for proper disposal of vessel
waste and on-board recycling center. Fiberglass composite hull incorporates noise reduction
features to protect sound sensitive whales and dolphins. Equipped with US Coast Guard
approved whale protection devices to guide whales away from propellers and running gear.
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Ocean
Discovery
Ultra-modern and upscale, Ocean
Discovery represents the pinnacle
of leading-edge, trendsetting vessel
design. This exclusive, customized
catamaran provides an ideal setting
for elegant at-sea dining, as well as
memorable wildlife watching and
snorkeling cruises.

Launched in 2006

Special Features
Quick Facts
Max Capacity: 147 passengers
Length:
65 feet
Width:
28 feet

! Custom-designed:
Created by a noted team of professional engineers and designers, Ocean Discovery was
custom-created to exacting specifications, integrating Pacific Whale Foundation’s three
decades of marine ecotour experience.
! Ultra smooth ride:
Streamlined hulls (made by world-famous Australian-based One Two Three Designs) add
extra stability for the ultimate in passenger comfort. Hospital-grade muffler and exhaust
system provide ultra-quiet operation.
! Spacious and comfortable:
Dining tables with armchairs on upper deck, bow and main salon, so that every diner is
assured of a fabulous ocean view. Each chair features custom-made folding armrests with
cup holders.
! Ideal for snorkeling:
Four-foot wide double entry grand stairway leads to two oversized swim platforms for easy
entry into and out of the ocean. A slide provides fun for adults and kids! All snorkeling
equipment (including flotation devices and optical masks) on board. A total of four
freshwater showers are conveniently located, two on each side of vessel.
! Excellent for entertaining:
Features well-appointed main salon, with full galley and bar equipped with warming oven
and refrigerator. Custom-designed, centrally located serving buffet with built-in heating
elements and two oversized stainless steel barbeques ensure fast food service for all guests.
Equipped with a high performance digital music and public address system. Powered by
super-quiet, Northern Lights Generator.
! Amenities:
Custom-finished interior has smooth walls and trim. “His” and “hers” marine heads are
bathroom-style and low-volume.
! Eco-friendly!
Features clean-burning, low-emissions Tier 2 engines, easy pumpout system for proper
disposal of vessel waste, and noise reduction features to protect sound sensitive whales
and dolphins. Equipped with U.S. Coast Guard approved whale protection devices to guide
whales away from propellers and running gear.
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Ocean
Odyssey
Maui’s ultimate high-tech, high-speed,
power catamaran. Sleek, modern
and elegant, Ocean Odyssey is
a double deck vessel that offers
uncompromising passenger comfort
and excellent viewing of marine
wildlife.
Launched in 2001

Special Features
Quick Facts
Max Capacity: 147 passengers
Length:
65 feet
Width:
28 feet

! Custom-designed:
Built to exacting specifications especially for Pacific Whale Foundation, based on our three
decades of offering high-quality marine eco-adventures.
! Ultra smooth ride:
Foil-shaped hulls made by world-famous Crowther Multihulls (maker of hulls for world-class
racing catamarans) add extra stability for the ultimate in passenger comfort.
! Spacious and comfortable:
Elevated upper sundeck and luxurious main salon feature comfortable armchair seating.
Three tiers of cushioned grandstand seating on the bow. All seats offer excellent viewing of
whales and dolphins.
! Ideal for snorkeling:
Special four-foot wide double entry grand stairway leads to oversized swim platform for
easy entry into and out of the ocean. A slide provides fun for adults and kids! All snorkeling
equipment (including flotation devices and optical masks) on board.
! Excellent for entertaining:
Includes full galley and bar equipped with warming oven and refrigerator, plus two large
stainless steel barbecues. Equipped with a high performance digital music and public address
system. Powered by super-quiet, Northern Lights Generator.
! Amenities:
Hot and cold freshwater showers, plus bathroom style “his” and “hers” marine heads.
! Eco-friendly!
Features ultra-modern clean-burning Tier 2 engines, noise-reduction features to protect
sound sensitive whales and dolphins, and use of recycled aluminum and recycled rubber
throughout. Equipped with U.S. Coast Guard approved whale protection devices to guide
whales away from propellers and running gear.
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Ocean
Quest
A high-tech double-deck luxury
power catamaran built with
SmoothCat™ technology for an
ultra-smooth, comfortable ride.
Ideal for entertaining, lunches,
dinners and special events!
Launched in 2002

Special Features
Quick Facts
Max Capacity: 110 passengers
Length:
65 feet
Width:
28 feet

! Ultra smooth ride:
Ocean Quest features hull designs by Crowther Multihull of Sydney, Australia, maker of
hulls for world-class racing catamarans. These foil-shaped multihulls offer extremely low
wake heights (to cause less disruption to marine life) and are fast, smooth, and fuel-efficient.
! Spacious and comfortable:
Passengers can choose from seating on the spacious upper sun deck, front bow sunbathing
area and in the shaded cabin. Comfortable armchair fabric seats are clustered around
personalized tables, each outfitted with cup holders, in the cabin and on the upper sundeck.
Equipped with bathroom-style men’s and women’s marine heads.
! Ideal for snorkeling:
Ocean Quest’s big swim on/ swim off snorkel platform is the most comfortable and
easy-to-use snorkel access system in the industry. All snorkeling equipment (including
flotation devices and optical masks) on board. Includes freshwater showers for rinsing
off after snorkeling.
! Ideal for entertaining:
A large shaded cabin provides plenty of interior space, and the upper sundeck and bow
offers ample room for sunbathing and lounging. The cabin is well-appointed with a central
serving buffet and galley/bar (with ice-bin, hot and cold running water, drink station).
A large stainless steel barbeque grill offers hot-off-the-grill specialties. A perfect choice for
special events such as weddings, private parties and dinner or lunch cruises. Equipped with
a high performance digital music and public address system. Entertainment systems are
powered by a state-of-the-art electrical system.
! Eco-friendly!
Modern, clean-burning, low-emissions Tier 2 Cummins 550 HP engines power Ocean Quest
at speeds of up to 24 knots. Equipped with U.S. Coast Guard approved whale protection
devices to guide whales away from propellers and running gear.
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Ocean
Voyager
Sleek, elegant and high-tech,
Ocean Voyager offers an ideal venue
for snorkeling, wildlife-watching and
relaxation. This ultra-smooth vessel
features an exciting array of
amenities – including a water slide!
Launched in 2003

Special Features
Quick Facts
Max Capacity: 147 passengers
Length:
65 feet
Width:
28 feet

! Custom-designed:
Built to exacting specifications especially for Pacific Whale Foundation, based on three
decades of offering high-quality marine eco-adventures.
! Ultra smooth ride:
Foil-shaped hulls made by world-famous Crowther Multihulls add extra stability for the
ultimate in passenger comfort.
! Spacious and comfortable:
Elevated upper sundeck and luxurious main salon feature comfortable armchair seating.
Three tiers of grandstand seating on the bow. All seats offer excellent viewing of whales and
dolphins.
! Ideal for snorkeling:
Waterslide, plus special four-foot wide double entry grand stairway leads to oversized swim
platform, provide easy entry into and out of the ocean. All snorkeling equipment (including
flotation devices and optical masks) on board.
! Excellent for entertaining:
Includes full galley and bar equipped with warming oven and refrigerator, plus a large
stainless steel barbecue. Equipped with a high performance digital music and public address
system. Powered by super-quiet, Northern Lights Generator.
! Amenities:
Hot and cold freshwater showers, plus bathroom style “his” and “hers” marine heads.
! Eco-friendly!
Features ultra-modern clean-burning engines, noise-reduction features to protect sound
sensitive whales and dolphins. Equipped with U.S. Coast Guard approved whale protection
devices to guide whales away from propellers and running gear.
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Ocean
Explorer
Ideal for fun and adventure, Ocean
Explorer is sleek, modern, fast and
smooth-riding. The eco-friendly
design of this power catamaran is
based on Pacific Whale Foundation’s
three decades of marine wildlife
watching experience.
Launched in 2000

Special Features
Quick Facts
Max Capacity: 44 passengers
Length:
54 feet
Width:
17 feet

! Custom-designed:
Built to exacting specifications especially for Pacific Whale Foundation, based on our three
decades of experience offering high-quality marine eco-adventures.
! Ultra smooth ride:
Built with design features found on multi-million dollar wave-piercing catamarans (such as
an anti-slamming device) to ensure a smooth, comfortable ride.
! Unobstructed views:
Passengers sit in individual “Ocean Outdoor” captain-style chairs arranged stadium-seating
style to give each passenger the maximum opportunity to view whales and other marine
wildlife.
! Ideal for snorkeling and adventure:
Includes a freshwater shower, men’s/women’s bathrooms, an easy access swim step and a
snack bar.
! Eco-friendly!
Features skewed propellers to reduce underwater noise and protect sound sensitive whales
and dolphins, clean-burning engines, and use of recycled aluminum throughout. The exterior
aluminum finish above the water line has been left unpainted, reducing the use of toxic
paints. Equipped with U.S. Coast Guard approved whale protection devices to guide whales
from propellers and running gear. Tier 2 Cummins 6CTA diesel engines offer maximum
power efficiency. Ocean Explorer can cruise at speeds of up to 28 knots.
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Ocean
Liberty
Ocean Liberty is a smartly designed
65-foot eco-adventure yacht with sporty
modern lines and a exciting, fun ride.
Abundant seating with open-air shade
and sunbathing areas, plus easy access to
the water for snorkeling, are some of the
reasons why Ocean Liberty is perfect for
all types of ocean eco-adventures.

Launched anew in 2012

Special Features
Quick Facts
Max Capacity: 115 passengers
Length:
65 feet
Width:
19 feet

! Built for adventure:
This aerodynamic yacht is perfect for fun and thrills in Hawai‘i’s unique ocean environment.
The sleek monohull and open air design make Ocean Liberty ideal for ocean adventures...and
yes, we provide you with a poncho.
! Spacious and comfortable:
Large aft deck features bench seating and a large overhead shade canopy. Ocean breezes flow
through the open sides, creating an ultra-comfortable, pleasant place for relaxing. The bow
offers multi-level bench seats and a sunbathing deck, providing casual, versatile spots for
sitting, reclining, engaging in conversation or viewing the scenery around you.
! Unobstructed views:
Every side of Ocean Liberty offers excellent whale and wildlife watching. The bow has a
deck that protrudes above the sea, and features a safe, wrap-around railing. It’s thrilling to
stand along the railing and watch bowriding dolphins beneath you – or a curious whale that
approaches the vessel.
! Ideal for snorkeling:
A 18 foot x 3 foot swim deck on the stern sits just 8" above the water. Put on your fins and
slide right in to snorkel! A wide swim step offers easy access out of the water. All snorkeling
equipment (including flotation devices and optical masks) is found on board.
! Excellent for entertaining:
A large, wrap-around serving bar makes it easy to serve up ice-cold drinks, snacks and
buffet-style meals. Want music? Ocean Liberty is equipped with a high-powered digital music
system and public address system.
! Amenities:
Ocean Liberty features air-conditioned men’s and women’s marine heads (bathrooms).
Underseat storage offers a convenient place to stow personal items and gear. There’s even a
hot water shower on the swim deck, for rinsing off after snorkeling.
! Eco-friendly!
Equipped with modern, Tier 2 low-emission, high-efficiency diesel engines, this yacht is both
fuel efficient and quiet.
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Ocean
Intrigue
An ultra-smooth catamaran with
spacious cabin and sunbathing areas,
plus a galley with bar and serving area.

Launched anew in 2006

Special Features
Quick Facts
Max Capacity: 100 passengers
Length:
65 feet
Width:
27 feet

! Ultra smooth ride:
Ocean Intrigue is a modern catamaran, designed to provide an ultra smooth ride.
! Spacious and comfortable:
Choose from outdoor seating on the bow, upper deck or stern, or indoor shaded seating in
the main galley.
! Ideal for snorkeling:
Special four-foot wide double entry grand stairway leads to oversized swim platform, provide
easy entry into and out of the ocean.
! Excellent for entertaining:
Ocean Intrigue features a shaded indoor galley and bar. The large counters are ideal for
serving buffet meals.
! Amenities:
Including “his” and “hers” bathrooms (marine heads).
! Eco-friendly!
Ocean Intrigueis equipped with a U.S. Coast Guard approved Whale Protection Device,
created exclusively for Pacific Whale Foundation by maritime architects and engineers to
safely guide whales away from propellers and running gear.
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